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OKADA MANILA view

In the Entertainment City gaming strip in Parañaque, Manila a new casino resort and hotel complex is developing. The OKADA Manila, named after
his owner Kazuo Okada, occupies 45 hectares of land and over 26 hectares are allocated for gaming, 8,400 square meters for shopping and
there is an 8,361 square meters indoor complex “The Cove". The Cove is able to hold up to 4,500 guests in its night clubs and at the white sand
beach. All is covered by a glass dome to symbol a pearl. The hotel has 993 rooms and is divided by two coral shaped arms linked with two sky
bridges. A center piece of the OKADA Manila is “The Fountain". It is the largest fountain in the Philippines and the second largest in the world of
after the fountain in Dubai. 

For such a huge and prestigious project reliable partners were needed to fulfill the challenges created by the unique and impressive architecture.
TROX Malaysia and especially our partner Dico Marketing were involved in the design stage to assist the consultant in overcoming some
challenges on the air distribution. After the project was awarded to the contractor TROX helped them resolve the specific challenges which
included lead time and redesign in some areas.

Dico Marketing were always prepared to be on site and support the local project team. TROX Malaysia, with the support of the TROX Group,
was able to meet the challenges which included technical support and reducing lead times.

TROX supplied over 15,000m of slot diffusers (ESD), 10,000 grilles (AF, AG, AH, AR, AT), diffusers (ADT) and jet nozzles (TJN),

7,000 fire and smoke dampers (FSD, SFD) and over 23,000 balancing dampers (SLC, CBD) prior to the end of 2016.
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